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Yes, advertisements found in the newspaper focused more on the text. Avbob funeral cover Sunday Times.
The phenomena used for the above mentioned research of examining the units of analysis which is the
underlying message found on each advert, then we draw a general conclusion about all phenomena based on
the identified units of analysis which where the creative concepts used in advertisements. Creative concepts
each have different functions and serve different purposes. Goal and Objectives Goal Identified from this
research is applied research as the researcher needs to determine the characteristics of creative concepts in
selected advertisements hereby adding to the existing knowledge in communication. Car advertisements use
more than three creative concept per advertisement. They further claim to have discovered a powerful
ingredient acerola extract that removes hyperpigmentation. To add to the extent of research ability of
assignment is that different creative concept can be identified from the advertorial and that different
characteristics of each creative concept can be distinguished says that our research is scientific and makes it to
be researchable. The research is of a cross-sectional nature as specific editions and publications will be used
and the entire research will be conducted in 4 weeks. Before doing this assignment, I saw advertisements as
mere pictures and words. Are there images or is it an advertisement with words only? Destiny magazine retails
at R Therefore, when representing a test sample a clear distinction between the target population and the
accessible population needs to be drawn. The November issue was selected for the research. In terms of
selecting the advertisements, it was a convenient process as the advertisements are already attached to both
publications. Ethical acceptability: The research deals with eight advertisements from two publications, it will
therefore be ethically acceptable because no persons are involved, so no harm can be done. As it was a
diversified fund, I thought that investment in one balanced fund would allow me to diversify my investment
and I would get a decent return. Tesco is mainly known for selling food and drinks. There was a second
message that Geoff conveyed which sparked a though process. No creative concept is similar. Pretoria
Mentos. If more than one creative concept is used in some advertisements, which advertisements are they used
in Unisa ? The nature of Avbob plays with our emotions as it involves funerals and death of our loved ones.
Are slogans used? The objectives of this research are both exploratory and descriptive as we are required to
explore creative concepts in advertisements and describe their characteristics. It is inductive by nature as we
will explore and look into selected advertisements and their creative concepts in order to determine the
accuracy of the theoretical assumptions the creative concept identified earlier we made Unisa  These are what
we came The selected Magazines mentioned above have been selected because the research is cross- sectional
and is conducted during the months stipulated above. Introduction 2. Words: - Pages: 18 Portfolio


